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When Samuel fulfilled Nangong Qianqiu as well as went back to the major space, the others 

can really feel the strong murder intent originating from him. They stood directly in the 

corner, not daring to speak. 

They really could not comprehend why the person that utilized to be weak to the point of 

licking footwear would instantly become so strong as well as capable and why he really felt 

so various. 

It was as if … as if he had actually come to be a completely various individual. 

What occurred? Guan Yong asked Samuel weakly. 

He utilized to be one of the most effective individual in this big house, and also the stool 

needed to be supported by someone. Because Samuel came, his setting had actually 

dropped. 

Occasionally he had to personally give Samuel a massage, yet Guan Yong really did not 

attempt to complain. 

 

” Shut your mouth and also don’t bother me,” Samuel stated coldly. 

The group of people kept quiet out of worry, protruded their chests and also stomach, and 

stood like soldiers. 

Han Jun went to Cloud City, which indicated Samuel must leave right here immediately. If 

something took place in Cloud City, it would certainly be irreparable. 

 

Additionally, with Han Jun’s drunken nature, he would definitely do something even worse 

than a beast. 

All of a sudden, Samuel punched the bed board and broke through it. 



Guan Yong and also others were terrified to shiver when they saw this scene. “What a 

fanatic he is! He has a lot stamina!” 

” If you don’t come, I’ll allow you live in problems for the rest of your life,” Samuel claimed, 

gnashing his teeth. 

The next day, throughout the detainees’ activities, Samuel sat in an edge of the energetic 

location with a bleak face. A sly guy approached gradually. 

It was the detainee Samuel had actually seen in the jail in Cloud City. 

He was nicknamed Di Rat. A person that related to jail as his residence, was a master who 

burst out of prison. In his words, he was mosting likely to prison, which meant that he often 

went house to have a look. When he was tired of having fun, he can leave whenever he 

desired. 

Di Rat had actually been out of jail dozens of times, which offered many jails migraines. 

Some places also didn’t want to put him behind bars. 

” Di Rat, you came a little prematurely.” Samuel claimed in a chilly voice. 

Under the warm sunlight, Di Rat shivered and stated swiftly, “Sibling Samuel, this is a prison. 

It’s hard ahead below. I need to locate a method to get in.” 

“I’ll provide you three days. If you can’t do it, you’ll die,” Samuel claimed. After that he stood 

and went to the playground. 

Di rat’s face was full of a bitter smile. If it was anywhere else, it would certainly be greater 

than sufficient to last for three days. This place was after all a Cloud Dragon. It was not so 

simple to leave. 

He knew that Samuel would never ever joke with him. If he really did not do it within 3 days, 

he would pass away below. 

“Fortunately, I have actually studied Cloud Dragon’s terrain for a very long time. Or else, I 

hesitate I won’t be able to maintain my life this time around.” 



Di Rat knew that he would certainly be locked up below sooner or later. Therefore, he had 

some understanding of this place two years earlier. It was impossible for others to do it, 

however it was not impossible for him to do it. 

At the same time. 

At Cloud City Flight Terminal, Han Jun stretched slackly as well as got into a taxi. 

Before concerning Cloud City, he had learned something about Samuel’s scenario in Cloud 

City from Nangong Qianqiu. Although it was surface details, it was enough for him to know 

the scenario of the Sue family. 

“Sir please programs me around initially,” Han Jun said. 

Han Jun left the cars and truck on the busiest commercial road in Cloud City. 

“Although it’s not like the opposite side, it’s still not bad for a little location such as this. It’s 

a pity that there won’t be any woman that likes this ineffective image of his,” Han Jun stated 

to himself. 

In less than 5 mins, Han Jun heard someone calling Samuel. However, he was not used to 

being called that, so he did not respond for a moment. 

It was not until the other event concerned pat him on the shoulder that he came back to his 

detects. 

“Samuel, are you deaf? Can’t you hear me calling you?” Linda looked at Han Jun in 

confusion. 

Han Jun recalled at Linda. Although she was not the best, her legs were okay. And he 

additionally saw a tip of uncommon meaning in her eyes. 

He, Han Jun, a veteran crazy, recognized effectively what indicated by the expression in her 

eyes. 

He didn’t anticipate there to be a blind female that would certainly fall for a good-for-

nothing Samuel. That’s intriguing. 

 


